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Depending on an ethnographic research in Songzhuang, a Han Chinese village in 
Northwest China, this paper attempts to explore the interactive relationship between 
the creation of a sacred space and the changes of secular life by focusing on three 
aspects in Songzhuang, the big families, the reconstruction of the village temple and 
the ritual performances. Participate observation, depth interview and literature study 
were three sources of data collection strategies utilized.  
The thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter one is an introduction, including 
the background and the significance of the research, methodology and a research 
review. Chapter two is an overview of the research field spot, Songzhuang, which 
briefly introduces the natural and social environment of the village. Chapter three 
describes the history of Wen Chang Gong (the temple of Wenchang), Long Wang 
Miao (the Dragon King Temple), and the family god temples of the Song, Qiu and 
Wang family. Focusing on the rise and fall of these temples, the paper explores the 
belief system of Songzhuang villagers. Chapter four explains the creation of a sacred 
space in Songzhuang by focusing on the rebuilding of the god statues, the newly built 
temple stage and the process of moving the family god statues of the three big 
families to the village temple. Chapter five describes two annual ritual activities in 
Songzhuang, the She Huo during Chinese New Year and Chuan Shen on 19th of July. 
Through descriptions of the organization personnel, funding sources and the process 
of the rituals, impacts of the temples reconstruction on traditional ceremonies as well 
as the coping strategies of the local villagers are analyzed. The author makes the 
following conclusions: firstly, chapter six is the conclusion part, summarized the main 
points of the thesis and clarify the academic value study's principal. 
The study of family name, temples and ritual traditions, in a Han Chinese village 
in Northwest China further enriches our knowledge of the Chinese village society on 
the one hand. On the other, provides with an empirical example to help us understand 
the changing course of the local community and the folk beliefs. 
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    这些疑问包括： 
    1、无族谱，无祠堂，如宋庄一样的西北村落，是否存在宗族形态，若有，
又与东南地区的宗族形态有着怎样的不同？ 
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